1 This is what YHWH says to the 25th camp on the seventh day of September, 2015.
2 For 366 days beginning Sept. 1, 2015 the crypt shall be open and there shall be increase in Hashmonah.
3 I am pulling this people, ha-am ha-zeh, off the timeline and into the hands of Metatron. I stretch forth
my hand and strike. Then shall they see the Voice.
4 These are not those banded together because of like mind, nor those within the self-appointed authority.
The Ammi Shaddai have been made ready by receiving instruction at the mouth of their Master. They
have made prayer holy with sacrifice by separating from the ways of the world.
5 Is my signet not one of release? Has your name not been entered? Therefore rise, receive, and awaken.
You cannot exalt your own gates with the wave signatures given to the diamond body.
6 The letters give rise to the codes for the image garment. The Metatronic wave factors place you in
resonance with the throne. Rev. 3:21, “...I will grant to sit down with me on my throne.”
“To sit down with me”--in judgment, that is elder.
“Rise and stand”--in innocence, that is youth.
7 The Throne-Chariot is the opening to time translation. Transportation through the letters and a change
of ionization is essential to the Vast Face interlock of the circular chariots.
8 Each soul has an indestructible bone from which to build a city cosmos, the temple within. The name
of this bone is Luz, it is a mystery of resurrection. It is the foundation of the soul with the pattern imprint
with which you were created and from which you are resurrected.
9 This pattern, under Covenant with YHWH, can never die for it is blueprinted by the Elohim and
stationed among the living, under the Heb. letter teth.
10 The letter teth is placed with the NUNK tone because the “final nun,” in the shape of a staff is given
the “key of life,” “ankh” symbolizing the risen energies of the temple structure within.
11 If you leave the city of Luz, which is Bethel (House of God), you will not sustain the likeness for the
image but be lost in the passions of the animating forces. You will return to the millstone to grind out
your karma subject to Lords of Time instead of Lords of Light.
12 Remain before Me for I am with you. You will not be crushed by the opening of the fountains. Do
not sow seeds of karma, do not reap in your neighbor's field, but seek the mystery with a desire for Me
only.
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13 They will ask you, “how did you write these words at His mouth?” O sons of Zadok, tell them the
world hangs upon nothing, it is only at seeing the Voice.
14 You carry the pattern of your birthright as the foundation of the inner temple, therefore repent error
and be cleansed. In supplication you come to know My name, breathe it in.
15 My exhale calls the bones to life, Metatron seals them for ascension.
16 Receive, therefore, the transmission of the Resurrection codes from the Verbatim Equilibrator.
Receive the wave factors of the Almighty that seal your breath to the name of YHWH as He descends in
the Pillar of the Cloud. Call upon His name in the field of the holy Christ and the holy Chariot that
transports you in the waves of the heavens of the heavens.
17 The secret of YHWH is with those who fear Him and He will show them His Covenant (Ps. 25:14). If
you do not stand in awe of the enormity, how will you see? Through the letters the curtain is pulled back
and the mystery stands revealed.
18 The great name Yoh Heh Wah is at the center of the throne, it is the expansion of the yod to yod-vavdalet יוד, and of the heh to heh-aleph הא, and of the vav to vav-aleph-vav ואו. This is the blossoming of
the rose.
19 Speak this word to those I have called, for concerning those who fear God, as the Psalmist has said,
they shall certainly have insight into His work (Ps. 64:9). Amen.
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